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Global Bottom-up  innovation platform for creative green 
business ecology: Synopsis 

This Keynote presentation focuses on building successful clusters of Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SME’s), taking an innovative bottom-up approach, where catalyst SMEs in the clusters 
themselves  “lead from behind” in building a facilitating environment an Innovation promotion 
Platform. It provides a a case study of two coastal towns, Newhaven in England and Dieppe In 
France, linked by cross-Channel ferry, that have a fine cultural and natural heritage For a thousand 
years the two towns have been the western maritime portal for the Silk Road. They now lie in a less 
developed area, due to failures of top-down development planning over the past 50 years.  
Regeneration was started by the community in Newhaven, just one year ago, with the founding of 
the Newhaven Regeneration Group to act as the catalyst SME enabling the people of Newhaven to 
build their own Creative and Clean-Green-Marine Innovation clusters, The SMEs in the clusters are 
now flourishing and gaining international recognition thanks to an innovation promotion built bottom-
up by the SME’s in the cluster, using their own resources.  
The model for innovation cluster development proven in this local context,  can be scaled up for 
building implementations worldwide. 



January 2018: Revision of Chinese law to better support SMES:
Key Question: How best to provide a facilitating environment?

According to Xinhua:
n Although SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) generate some 60 

percent of China's GDP and 80 percent of jobs, they have long been 
confronted with difficulties in retaining employees and getting bank 
loans. The current  revision of the law on small business  aims to 
create a facilitating environment and some sense of gain for SMEs.

n Usually, attempts to generate a facilitating environment for SMEs  in 
China and in Europe has involved both government and investment 
institutions promoting SME clusters and incubators top-down based 
on co-location with major initial investment in infrastructure (buildings, 
etc.) 



2009 Problems with the top-down approach to building SME 
Clusters

Problems of supporting the SME Sector laid bare in the EU’s 
“European reconstruction Strategy” Document (2009):
n EU initiatives attempting  to build  supportive facilities for SMEs  

top-down were largely unsuccessful.
n Top down investment in SME cluster  building and  business 

incubation could not find the appropriate pathways. Meanwhile  the 
European Union’s  SME sector (97% of all businesses) shrank by 
20% in the the new millennium.

The reasons behind this:
§ top-down approaches encouraged structures perfectly adapted to 

benefit from top-down funding. The resulting SME clusters were 
inoperative and terribly slow to respond to market demands and 
firms’ innovation needs

So: why not  try SME cluster-building bottom up?



Bottom up emphasis:

Network	arrangements	that,	
though	embedded	in,	
transcend	geographical	
location;	focus	on	global	
markets,	operate	as	ad-hoc	
and/or	long	term	business	
networks,	are	ICT	enabled	and	
are	based	on	dynamic	
aggregations	of	capabilities	of	
different	actors.”

Damaskopoulos et	al	(2008)

Changing views on the nature of SME Clusters



EU FP7 Project: CADIC “Cross-enterprise Assessment and 
Development of Intellectual Capital” (2010-13)

n CADIC	addressed	the	aim	of	the	European	Charter	for	Small	
Enterprises	“to	foster	the	involvement	of	small	enterprises	in	inter-
firm	cooperation	at	local,	national,	European	and	international	
levels”.	

n CADIC	focuses	on	providing	an	infrastructure	for	growing	and	
multiplying	open	and	extensible	clusters	of	small	and	medium	
enterprises	(SMEs),	bottom	up,	in	a	business-to-business	
environment,	where	Intellectual	Capital	(	can	flow	to	the	mutual	
benefit	of	all	concerned.	

n The	CADIC	methodology		and	tools	has	successfully	supported	and	
facilitated	the	bottom-up	development	of	SME	clusters	in	many	
European	countries.	



2010-2013: European Union FP7 Project  CADIC

More information: www.cadic-europe.org



“Leading from behind” – the Catalyst SME as cluster hub

n An important component in CADIC’s bottom up cluster development 
methodology is the role of the Catalyst SME, a cluster member who 
“Leads from Behind” : taking the responsibility for generating a 
facilitating environment where: 

n Intellectual Capital unerpinning innovationcan flow freely.  
n Creative Spaces are created where individual cluster members can 

communicate with each other in many modalities, and decide on action 
together.

n Use of tools and techniques for creative resource generation and event 
management (as employed in CADIC), enable cluster members’ 
exploration, innovation and action planning to flourish in this 
environment. 
Ø These included audio-visual scribing, evolving “knowledge walls”, and 

making the event’s multimedia outputs (web journal, online resource 
catalogue, etc.) immediately available for the wider the  community.



Role of the Catalyst SME: generating a Facilitating Environment

A key component in CADIC’s bottom up cluster development methodology is the 
Catalyst SME, a cluster member who “Leads from behind” : taking the 
responsibility for generating a facilitating environment” where: 

n Creative Spaces are created where individual cluster members can communicate 
with each other in many modalities, and decide on Innovation actions together. 

n Use of tools and techniques for creative resource generation and event 
management (as employed in CADIC), enable cluster members’ exploration, 
innovation and action planning to flourish in this environment. 



Converging  Processes in a Facilitating Environment



Lessons from CADIC
n SME	Clusters	should	be		built	bottom	up	by	the	SMEs	themselves,	capitalising	

on	techniques	to	facilitate	and	enhance	innovation	flows	both	between	and	
within	the	SMEs	in	the	cluster.

n Catalyst	SMEs,	located	within	each	of		these	clusters,	are	well	positioned	to	
facilitate			business	growth	and	development	for	all	the	cluster’s	SMEs,	
making	use	of	the	innovation	flows	now	enabled.



After CADIC…...
EU promotes SME INNOVATION CLUSTERS (2013- )

Several European Union development programmes (COSME, INTERREG, 
etc.) now embrace Innovation  Cluster-building bottom-up in many 
locations and sectors.  

In the European Union’s definition:
n An “Innovation Cluster” may  comprise: Innovative Start-ups, and 

Small and Medium Enterprises, as well as research and knowledge 
dissemination organizations, not-for-profit organizations and 
individuals.

Ø Each Innovation Cluster is designed to stimulate innovative activity by 
promoting and sharing facilities and exchange of knowledge and 
expertise; and by contributing effectively to knowledge transfer, 
networking, information dissemination and collaboration among its 
members.



Need for a facilitating and Supportive environment

Emerging Problem for  bottom-up Innovation Cluster development:

u Individuals and SMEs remained  reluctant to transform their own 
businesses in order to take part in Innovation  Cluster’s initiatives 

u Because These  new initiatives, involving SME members and 
collaborators , tended to be very high risk and unsustainable:

u – main problem is to get continuing income from day 1 by means of  
the initiative’s outputs (products, services) in order to survive. 

Ø Input streams of real money are needed to finance the infrastructure 
development needed by each SME in order to survive and create 
sufficient immediate profit to allow their business to be sustainable and 
enjoyable.



Need for an Innovation Promotion Platform, built bottom-up

Innovative SMEs need to become  visible, attractive, and accessible  to 
potential visitors, clients, customers and external partners who value and 
therefore want to purchase what is on offer. 

To enable this, we need to complement  the Innovation  cluster’s 
facilitating environment with an innovation promotion platform
comprising: 
n Promotion systems whereby cluster member’s innovative activities, and 

their offerings (products, services), become much  more visible and 
attractive in both the real and the virtual world:  

n Innovative media productions advertising Newhaven, placed in 
channels that  reach the right audiences: attracting visitors, 
collaborators and clients worldwide. 



Case Study: creative innovation  cluster building, bottom up in  
two towns, Newhaven and Dieppe, connected by a Ferry.

Newhaven, in the UK and Dieppe  and its sister town in France have  an impressive cultural 
and natural heritage: for 1000 years they have been the  western maritime link for the Silk Road
and the ports on  the direct route from London to Paris. This heritage is kept alive today 
by local efforts despite  top-down development planning failures over the past 40 years   
that  that have left these   in need of Regeneration



1970-2017 Newhaven suffers from failed
Top-down development initiatives

https://vimeo.com/309624281



Potential  for  for  the Newhaven Creative Cluster 

In the last two decades many creative makers, practitioners, and teachers  
moved to Newhaven, attracted by a community that welcomed them, an 
attractive clean, green, marine environment and the low cost of spaces 
that could be converted into their studios and workshops.

n Newhaven’s Hillcrest Community entre, created bottom-up in 1998   
provided them with a networking hub and a place to market their 
products and implement their creative services.

n But the members of Newhaven’s emerging creative community  
remained individually isolated and invisible to the outside world.



Opportunity to attract visitors, clients, collaborators via the ferry

320,000 ferry passengers arrive in Newhaven each year but, at present, 
most pass straight through on their way to other destinations:  as they 
cannot see “anything of interest in Newhaven”. 



2017; catalyst SME for  Creative Clusters in Newhaven

v In	September2017:	Newhaven	Regeneration	Group	(NRG)	is	established	with	
the	capability	and	motivation		to	become	the	Catalyst	SME	for	Innovation	
Cluster		building	– bringing	experience	gained	from	participation	and	CADIC,	
on	creating	tools	and	techniques	for	Innovation	Cluster	building	bottom	up

v “ Leading from behind” in  generating the facilitating environment that 
and Innovation Promotion Platform that would enable these innovation 
clusters to flourish.

More information about NRG at www.livingnewhaven.co.uk



January 2018: Initiation of the Newhaven Creative Quarter
at meetind convened by by Newhaven Town Council

v 20 participants, were expected (individual makers and creators  and SME’s ): over 
120 turned up. They welcomed the opportunity to develop a creative  Quarter, 
bottom up, and strongly expressed the desire to make it through their own 
initiatives. They decided collectively to form the “Newhaven Creative Makers’ 
Cluster,” comprising  SMEs and individual “makers”, The Newhaven Regeneration 
Group took on the role of the Catalyst SME, building a facilitating environment and 
promotion platform for the Creative Makers Cluster



February, 2018: “Made in Newhaven” Group initiated on Facebook

“A group set up for and by the makers and creatives community in 
Newhaven. To encourage their networking, skill sharing, sharing of each 
other’s products and to help with the marketing, promotion and awareness 
of all that is Made in Newhaven. The outcome sought is the sustained 
growth of the creative sector of our town, contributing to a vibrant and 
lively Newhaven”.



April, 2018: Newhaven Creative Makers’ Cluster facilitation meeting

n https://vimeo.com/266605131



July 2018: Newhaven Clean-Green-Marine Innovation Cluster  
initiated 



August 2018: Innovation promotion platform launched

Initial promotion systems created bottom-up by SMEs in the Creative makers’ 
innovation Cluster:

v Promotion system for ferry passenger attraction 

v Cultural and ecological festivals promotion system:

v System promoting international marketing  and building provenance for 
creative makers 

v Innovative production system for films advertising Newhaven



Promotion system for ferry passenger attraction 

Ø Visitor access centres in Newhaven, Dieppe and on the ferry, staffed by 
volunteer community ambassadors (starting  2019)

Ø Dieppe–Newhaven TUG Guide  
Ø Living Newhaven/Dieppe Vivant App



Cultural and Ecological festivals promotion system:

Ø “Festival of belonging” in Newhaven Fort And Newhaven Artists’ Open 
incorporated in Newhaven Festival21018 together with 16 other

Ø Events indivdually curated bottom up 

Ø the ferry) 

In 2019-2020
Ø International Clean-Green-Marine eco-festival and tours
Ø Newhaven festival 2019 and Cross channel film & music festivals



System promoting international marketing  and building 
provenance for creative makers

n September 2018: Pop-up Shop  in Dieppe.



Innovative production system for films advertising Newhaven



November 2018: “Seaside Town” premiered and distributed world-
wide on Amazon Prime: 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B07KMPFX5W



Innovation promotion platform: key to future investment success

n All the Innovation Promotion systems in the Innovation Promotion 
Platform, are built bottom-up by the SME’s in the cluster, using their 
own resources, prior to any external investment, 

n As The promotion seems multiply, they generate the income steams 
that enable the innovation cluster SMEs to grow and flourish bottom up 
from their own resources. 

n They also make the towns where the innovation clusters are based to 
be very vibrant and  successful places to live, work, and establish new 
business: 

Ø A great  opportunity for Investment  in a flourishing and self-sustaining 
creative green ecology



2018+  Globalization of proven bottom-up innovation platform

n We  have the  skills and tools proven in practice in this case, to scale 
up this business development model , with local implementations 
throughout the Eurasian Union



”Early Bird” Opportunities for Sponsorship for potential Investestors

Creation	and	implementation	of	a	Facilitating	and	Environment	and	Innovation	
Promotion	Platform	offers	attractive	“early	bird”	opportunities	for	potential	
investors	who	can	chose	to	become	a	Sponsor for	the	process	of	building	that	
environment	and	platform:	
n Excellent	reputation-building	– with	good	publicity	about	the	sponsor	–and	

how	it	is	helping	small	businesses	to	thrive,	innovate,	and	contribute	to	the	
regeneration	of	their	neighborhood.

n The	”top–down”	financial	investment	provided	by	the	sponsor,	can	be	limited	
to	the	cost	of	providing	the	“lubricating	oil”	needed	to	ensure	that	the	set	of	
facilitating	initiatives,	that	constitute	this	environment,	work	smoothly	and	
efficiently	together	as	a	whole.	

n The	catalyst	SME	for	the	cluster	can	partner	with	the	Sponsor		in	“leading	
from	behind”:	managing	the	investment	in	“lubricating	oil”	bottom-up;	
ensuring	that	the		“lubricating	oil”	is	applied	constructively	and	effectively.



ADDED VALUE: Better investment opportunities with the individual 
SMEs  participating in the Cluster.

v Through	“early	bird”	partnering	with	the	Catalyst	SME	for	the	cluster,	the	
sponsoring	financial	institution		gains	considerable	knowledge	about		the	
context	of	investment	in	the	individual	SMEs	in	the	cluster:	In	particular,	
knowledge	about	the	reduction	of	business	risk	in	the	SMEs		whose	own	
initiatives	benefit	from	the		facilitating	and	supportive	environment.	

v It	also	provides	knowledge	about	a	safe	environment	for	new	Start-ups,	
enabling		identification	of		gaps	in		the	existing	pattern	of	outputs	from	the	
cluster	as	a	whole,	and/or	revealing	new	pathways		to	value,	whereby		a	
start-up	SME		can	find	a	profitable	niche	for	their	new	business.	

v It	generates	faster	and	smother	growth	of	SMEs	in	the	cluster,	making		them	
attractive	possibilities		for	equity	investment.



THANKS
谢谢欣赏

We would welcome Chinese partners in building and promoting  
Innovation Clusters within  a Creative Green Ecology world-wide.

Patrick Humphreys: Email p.humphreys@lse.ac.uk


